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Abstract:
The paradigm change of government implementation based on the large, real, and responsible region autonomy concept gives implication to the implementation of investment service which became the authority basis of the center government. Now it becomes the authority basis of province, or even district/regency. In this situation, the authority division between center government and district government as explained On Law 2004 No.32 on Region Government and Government Ordinance No. 38 on 2007 on the division of government affairs between the government and province government or even the district government/regency as the autonomy region can explain further the implementation of the investment service in Indonesia in the center and also region government. In fact, the problem is not as simple as that, because in fact the implementation of the regulation authority or the implementation of the investment in the form of the government affair division in the field of investment is entirely untouched by the government as stated in the conception of region autonomy and the regulation of Law No. 25 of 2007 on Investment. The unclearness of norm on investment law that is related to the authority especially the foreign investment can give the uncertainty law situation.
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I. Preface
The investment is the main sector that is relied by countries in the world to move their economics. In development, investment is divided into two parts. The domestic investment and foreign investment.

The foreign investment has an important role in building the economy. The foreign investment principally will increase the production, give the expansion of employment opportunities, and process the resources of domestic potential economy. The foreign investment hopefully can increase the prosperity of societies and also decrease the common economy development. The foreign investment is the advantage value for the Host State, because by the existence of this foreign investment, Country which use this foreign investment can guarantee and use the domestic asset for the public benefit.

On Law 2007 No.25 Article 1 number 1 about Investment stated that investment is all of kind investment activities, both the domestic investment and foreign investment that is used to do business in the area of Constitution of Republic Indonesia. Furthermore, in Act 1 number 2 stated that the domestic investment is the investment activities in order to build business in the area of constitution of republic Indonesia that is done by the domestic investor by using the domestic asset. Then, On Law Article 1 No. 3 on Investment stated that the foreign investment is the investment activities in order to build business in the area of Constitutional of Republic Indonesia that is done by the foreign investor by using the foreign asset or even by using the fusion of foreign asset and domestic asset.

The investment, especially the foreign investment becomes one of important factors that move and push the economy development. By regarding the role of investment that is significant enough in building the economy, so it is not surprising if in these decades many countries both developed countries and developing countries try hard to be the target of the foreign investment. This investment activity is one of the economy implementation and it becomes the effort to increase the developing of national economy, to create the jobs, to increase the sustainable economic development, to increase the capacity and the ability of national technology, to push people economic development, and to create the society prosperity in one competitive economic system. In reformation era, the government affords to get the foreign investors as many as possible. This effort is done through many state visits to other countries, privatization of BUMN, the law enforcement, and also the revision to many Law in business and also in tax investment, and employment, etc. Those efforts are done to create the
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domestic business situation that will be more conducive to create the capital inflow that is in turn can increase people’s prosperity.¹

The step of Indonesia Government in utilizing the presence of investment, especially foreign investment in Indonesia is the right and strategy step. Because by inviting the investor to take a part in Indonesia it means that we have decided to be equal as other nations or other countries that have already developed because of the investment. Skill, the management of the investment, especially the foreign investment in managing the potential economic resource to be the real economic. In other words, the strategic regulation will lead Indonesia to be equal with other nations or other countries in utilizing the investment potential of other countries.²

The regulation of investment on Law 2007 No.25 about investment emphasized and clarified that the regulation policy of investment in Indonesia. The regulation policy of investment becomes better as the implementation of decentralization policy in Indonesia through the implementation of regency autonomy that has been done since 2001.

Substantially, the regency autonomy policy that is applied in Indonesia can be understood as the region independence to apply the government function and the region development. The term of autonomy that we develop does not only focus on political aspect, but also focus on economic aspect as the basic or the foundation in taking care its own household. The main purpose of the regency autonomy implementation is the existence of the free area to conduct its own government based on the creativity and also the active society role in developing and increasing its region.

The change of government implementation paradigm which is based on the large, real and responsible region autonomy concept also give implication to the investment service implementation that was the authority basic of central government becomes the authority basic of region government, both province and district/regency.³ But nevertheless, fact shows that central government still cannot give the whole authority of investment to the region government. It can be seen from the authority regulation in Law, both in law about investment and also in its implementing regulation.

Based on that background, the problem is formulated if Law 2007 No.25 on Investment has fulfilled the principle of legal certainty regarding the authority of the implementation of investment affairs, especially Foreign Investment?

II. Research Method

To answer that problem, a method or systematic research technique is needed to solve that problem. A research method is the procedure and the technique to solve the law issue as the problem that will be done by the researcher. The research types that were used by the researcher were the normative research, it is the law research process that is conducted to get the argumentation, theory, a new concept as the prescription to solve the law issue that is conducted by reviewing and analyzing the law provisions, court decisions and other legal materials. In other words, as the research type, the normative research is a research that basically analyzes based on law norms.⁴

In this research, the approach method that was used is adapted with the type of the research that was conducted. In fact, this research is the normative research (legal research),⁵ so the legal approach that was done based on the indicator contained in the title of this research and the kinds of approach method in legal research. Approach that was used in this research focused on for approach methods. Those are statute approach, conceptual approach, Historical Approach, and (comparative approach).⁶

Legal research is not included data. To solve the legal issue and give the prescription of its issue, the research resources are needed. The legal materials that were needed in this research is the legal material both are the primary law, the secondary law, or even tertiary law. The primary law covers the Constitution of the Republic of Indonesia 1945 and The Law provisions: Law 2007 No.25 on investment, Law 2004 No.32 on region government, government regulation No.38 on 2007 about the division of government authority, between the central government, province government, and regency/ district government, and the president regulation on 2009 No 27 about integrated service. Secondary law material is all of the legal publication that are not legal documents, as a text, legal dictionary, legal journals’ bachelor’s opinion, legal cases, the result of research report, the result of seminar, workshops, symposia including material sources of law in the form of publications
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using the internet media related to dissertation research material. The legal materials that were used by the researcher were Big Indonesian Dictionary and Dictionary of Law.

In summary, the collected technique of the legal materials that were used in this research is library research. It means collecting, studying and reviewing the legal materials that is related by the issue that has been formulated, both to primary legal material, secondary legal material, or even tertiary legal materials.

III. Result and Discussion

Discussing the law certainty it means it cannot be separated from the actual aim of legal. The law certainty is one of the legal aim, besides its expediency and justice for all human beings as members of a pluralistic society in interaction with another human being without differ where he is from.1

The law certainty as one of the law aim cannot be separated from its legal function. The most important legal function is to reach the regularity in human life among the society. This regularity can cause people life in the certainty. It means that people can differ some activities that are needed in social life because they can consider or predict what will happen or what that are expected. The regulations of investment in Indonesia are arranged in Law 2007 No.25 about investment. In article 3 clause 1 letter a, stated that investment activities are conducted based on the principle of law certainty. While “the principle of law certainty” means the principle in the legal country that uses law and regulation provision of Law as the basic in every policy and act in the investment field.2

In this context, the law certainty is the existence of regulation consistency and the law enforcement in Indonesia. The regulation consistency is shown by the existence of the rules that do not contradict each other, and those rules can be the foundation for a long time, so it does not seem that in every official change is always followed by the change of the rules that contradict each other. In Indonesia, the investment activities both on the foreign investment (PMA) and domestic investment (PMDN) are conducted in order to increase the national economic development.3

Time by the time, the development of investment activities in Indonesia ups and down. Complicated investment problems emerged, those are the labor issues, the uncertainty law, defense and the implementation of region autonomy. The most serious problem that was complained by the investor was the law enforcement. The investor really need the certainty law that is applied through the existing investment regulation.

From the research result that has been conducted it can be concluded that Law 2007 No.25 has not given the law certainty especially in the implementation of foreign investment. It is because some articles contain the unclear norms, even those articles cause the norm conflict.

In the Preamble of Law 2007 No.25 stated that the region government gets the authority as large as possible in conducting and taking care its own investment implementation, based on autonomy basic and co-administration. Explanation above gives the new view of foreign investment in Indonesia through the regulation contained in Law 2007 No.25 which is hoped that it can increase the investment in Indonesia. Law 2007 no.25 seems better than the previous law. It can be seen from the investment regulation, how the foreign investment gets into Indonesia, more foreign investors, the increasing of kinds of business fields that can be conducted by the foreign investment, and also the region role in inviting the foreign investment directly.

If analyzed furthermore, Law 2007 No.25 on investment(UUPM) can be said that it has already covered all of the important aspects, as; service, coordination, facilitation, right and responsibility of the investor, which are strongly related to the effort of investment developing form the government’s point of view an also the investment certainty from the businessman’s/investor’s point of view. But there are still of some articles that do not give the law certainty especially related to the region authority. For example, the articles 30 clause 3 stated that the government thing implementation in investment field is the responsibility of region government which is based on externality criteria, accountability criteria, and the efficiency of investment activity’s implementation. Although the referred criteria exists, but it is not explained in this law. This unclear criteria made the authority of region government in investment area became unclear, too.

---

2 Pay attention to the explanation of Law 2007 No.25 Article 3 Clause 1 on investment. Besides the Law 2007 No.25 Article 3 Clause 1, it is also arranged the truth basic, accountability, the equal treatment and not differ the origin country, togetherness, justice efficiency, integrated, environmental knowledge, independency, and development balance and the unity of national economic.
In government regulation 2007 No.38 on Affairs of Government with government, province region government, and regency/district explained that there are 26 sectors of government affairs which are the obligatory of region government as has been arranged on article 7 clause 2 government regulation 2007 no. 38, where in one of those 26 sectors the obligatory of region government is about the investment. Thus, based on government regulation 2007 no. 38 it can be assumed that the foreign investment is one of the region government’s authority, as explained that the foreign investment is included in investment.

This contradicts with the regulation of government authority based on Law 2007 No.25 article 30 clause 7 stated that one of central government’s authority is the foreign investment (PMA). From the explanation above, it can be seen the norm conflict on both Law regulation that arrange the authority in foreign investment sector. In one view, the investment law stated that the foreign investment is its authority area, while on the other view the government regulation 2007 no.38 also stated that the investment including the foreign investment are the authority of region government. This case can emerge the uncertainty law.

As has been known that the decentralization implementation is basically the transfer of part of central government functions that can be handled by the Region Government. However, not all of those functions can be transferred, some of them are only represented, or has to be handled directly by the central government.

Decentralization is always seen as the partial solution of the problems that are related to the stability and the economic development in a democracy nation. Decentralization is regarded as the effort to differ the current regime with the previous regime which is seen to be too centralism and did not give a chance to region government to develop. For nation with the various ethnics, decentralization is a good facility to unite all of difference.

Therefore, based on Law 2004 no.32 on region government, the region government gets a big authority, real authority and to responsible, so it gives a chance to the region government to manage and conduct its authority on its own willing based on local society’s need and its region’s potential. However, based on Law of Region Government the article 10 clause 3 that authority is still limited. Those limitation are the limited authority on field of foreign policy, defense, security, justice, monetary and national fiscal and religion, remains under the authority of the Government.

Therefore, to conduct the region autonomy as has been determined on the applicable Law regulation, so the government authority which is given to region as the implementation of decentralization has to be followed by the assignment or the transfer of fund, infrastructure and human resources as the authority given.

Based on the Law of region government article 13 and article 14, the province authority, the regency authority and the district authority can be divided into the obligatory that is being the region government’s authority and the government affair that is being optional. While those optional government affairs cover the government affairs that are real and have a potency to increase the social’s wealth as the condition, the characteristic, and the potency of its region, as mining, fisheries, agriculture, plantations and forestry, as well as tourism.

Based on Law of region government article 13 clause 1, the obligatory that is being the province government’s authority is affair in province scale, those are: Planning and development control; planning, utilization, and control layout; implementation of public order and public tranquility; provision of public facilities and infrastructure; handling of the health sector; providing education and allocation of human resources potential; overcoming social problems between the district / city; the employment services between districts / cities; cooperative development facilities, small businesses, and medium business, including inter-district / regency; environmental control; land services, including inter-district / regency; service population, and civil registration; general administration of government services; investment administration services, including inter-district / regency; implementation of other basic services which cannot be implemented by the district / regency; and other obligatory functions mandated by legislation.

Based on Law on region government article 14 clause 1, the authority of regency/district is the obligatory that is being the authority of region government for regency/district, and it is an affair in regency/district scale, those affairs are: planning and controlling of development; planning, utilization and the layout controlling; implementation of public order and public tranquility; provision of public facilities and infrastructure; handling of the health sector; providing education and allocation of human resources potential; overcoming social problems; the employment services; cooperative development facilities, small businesses, and
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medium business; environmental control; land services; service population, and civil registration; general administration of government services; investment administration services; implementation of other basic services; and other obligatory functions mandated by legislation.

Explanation of Law on region government article 13 and article 14, it is clear that the autonomy region especially regency and district have an authority in investment affair. It means the regency/district government has an authority to take some investors to its region to see the investment opportunity in some prospect regions.

While according to Wimpy S. Tjetjep, the role of center government is hoped only on its regulation and its building of the business investment opportunity in some prospect areas, those are:

a. The establishment of general policy in developing the fund resource opportunity and the business investment in national scale
b. The establishment of national planning policy for the existence of the fund resource opportunity and the business investment in some areas.
c. The regulation of regional and international collaboration policy to support the growing of fund resource opportunity and the business investment.
d. The collaboration regulation inter province to develop the financing resource and the business investment.
e. The developing of information system to get the financing resource opportunities and business investment in national scale.

Furthermore, Wimpy S. Tjetjep stated that the role of the province government in financing resource affair and the business investment are:

a. The regulation of object management and the attraction to grow the financing resource and the business investment inter regency and district.
b. The regulation of business sector management to support the development the financing resource opportunity and the business investment inter regency and district.
c. The regulation of regional planning in financing resource area and the business investment.
d. Facility and the promotion implementation to advance the growing of financing resource opportunity and the business investment inter region.

e. The collaboration regulation inter province to develop the financing resource and the business investment.

Hopefully the the regency/district government take a part in some areas. Those are: the allowance of permission (legalization), the direct management of financing resource and business investment, and also the maintenance and the developing of facility quality, supporter of financing resource service quality and business investment especially the prospect areas. Moreover, the regency/district government actually has a large authority in managing the national resource that exists in its region, and regency/district can directly make a collaboration with foreign institution which will give an advantage each other, including to take a loan from foreign resource, as long as still communicating each other with the government. Therefore, regency/district can conduct investment activities and the financing resources including the licensing/legalization which is done by region, it means that it is including regency/district government, the world of the business/businessman and the businessman’s association in that region.

For Indonesia, one of the aims of the state government establishment is to develop the public’s welfare as stated in the preamble of Constitution 1945. It stated “......to establish a government of republic Indonesia which protect the whole Nation of Indonesia.... to develop public’s welfare, to educate the whole nation, and to take a part in conducting the world order based on freedom, lasting peace and social justice....” mandate of the preamble of constitution 1945 as explained in article 33 on constitution 1945 stated:

2 Ibid
3 Preambule of constitution of republic 1945: whereas independence is the inalienable right of all nations, therefore, all colonialism must be abolished in this world as it is not in conformity with humanity and justice; And the moment of rejoicing has arrived in the struggle of the Indonesian independence movement to guide the people safely and well to the gate of the independence state of Indonesia which shall be independent, united, sovereign, just and prosperous; By the grace of God Almighty and motivated by the noble desire to live a free national life, the people of Indonesia hereby declare their independence. Subsequent therefore, to form a government of the state of Indonesia which shall protect all the people of Indonesia and all the independence and the land that has been struggled for, and to improve public welfare, to educate the life of the people and to participate toward the establishment of a world order based on freedom, perpetual peace and social justice, therefore the independence of Indonesia shall be formulated into a constitution of the Republic of Indonesia which shall be built into a sovereign state based on a belief in the One and Only God, just and civilized humanity, the unity of Indonesia, and democratic life led by wisdom of thoughts in deliberation amongst representatives of the people, and achieving social justice for all the people of Indonesia.
(1) The economy is structured as a collective business based on the principle of kinship.
(2) Branches of production which are important for state and controlling the welfare of the majority controlled by the state.
(3) Earth, water and natural riches contained therein shall be controlled by the state and used as great as possible for the welfare of people.
(4) The National economy is organized based on economic democracy with the principles of togetherness, efficiency of justice, sustainable, environmental concept, independence, and to maintain the development balance and the unity of national economic.
(5) Further information related to the implementation of this Article is arranged on Law.

Connected to Article 33, if we relate to the region government authority on investment regulation based UUPD and government regulation 2007 No.38 which has an unclear law and it is still connected to the President regulation 2009 No.27, so that the government has effected an uncertainty law. The certainty law of the government in giving the authority on investment regulation especially the foreign investment regulation authority to the region government absolutely contradicts with the aim of the law itself. Roscoe Pound stated that the aims of Law are the ordinance to reach justice, the certainty of law, concord, and happiness. Jeremy Bentham stated that the aims of law have to be useful for people to reach the happiness as big as possible.

In constellation of modern nation, Law can be functioned as a tool of social engineering. Roscoe Pound emphasized the important meaning of law as the tool of social engineering, especially through the case solving mechanism by the justice institutions which will produce jurisprudensi. The social context of this theory is society and judiciary in United States. If we move from the theories of Roscoe Pound, Jeremy Bentham and Mochtar Kusumaatmadja, a change should be emerged in society based on the Law 2007 No.25 on Investment. It means when the investment authority is truly given to the region government, so that the society in that region will also take the advantages. Moreover they will get a good welfare, because the investors will directly invest to the target region. Investors do not have to connect with the central government, and it can decrease expenses. The government actually is only needed as the controller of the region government.

The creation of investment Law hopefully can attract the investors to come in Indonesia. It is said like that because in this law, there is not a different treatment between the investors of foreign investment and the investors of domestic investment. It has a same concept as Multilateral Agreement on Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMs) which forbids the discrimination of the domestic investors and foreign investors.

Moreover, by the certainty from the government in giving the authority of investment implementation to the region government. Based on the dogmatik normative which is followed by John Austin and van Kan, regard that the law basic is only to create a law certainty. Law is something that has an autonomy characteristic and law is a written rule. It means that because the characteristics of law is autonomy so that the aim of law is only to create the certainty law in legalizing the right and responsibility of someone.

It means the certainty law for the region government in conducting its right and its responsibility in giving the approval and licensing in its region is not run well as the mandate of region government Law. Moreover, Lawrence M. Friedman has an opinion that the successful of law provision shows that all of the law system substances works. The law system in Friedman’s opinion consists of three substances. Those are legal structure, legal substance, legal culture. Legal structure in concept, foundation, a mortal form of system. Legal substance is rules, actual norms which are used by the institutions, reality, form of behavior and the actors that are observed by system. Legal culture is ideas, attitudes, faiths, hopes, and opinion of Law. On its development, Friedman added the fourth component, it is called as legal impact.

Besides Friedman’s opinion, that the law substance that is being a rule, norm, and the real behavior pattern of human which is in that system itself, that the law substance which is the rule, norm, and the real behavior pattern of human that is in that system. Those are included in the understanding that this also is the form of the product produced by people on its law system, teh decision that is made by them and the rules that
are arranged by them.\(^1\) if it is related to article 13 clause 1 letter n, and article 14 clause 1 letter n, the Law of region Government and article 7 clause 1 and clause 2 letter i on government regulation 2007 no.38 about the division of affair between government and government, region government and government, the province government, and regency/district government. Those already gave the whole opportunity for each region to attract the investors to its region. However, this authority becomes useless if it is considered with the president regulation 2009 no.27. It is because each approval, licensing, and the investment facility in the case of PMA (foreign investment) are still conducted by BKPM (Institution of investment coordination), so do the governor, regent or mayor. They can give the authority of service approval, the approval and the investment facility to BKPM (Institution of investment coordination) through the system of “one door”. Law has to create a fair law, more useful and give the law certainty. Therefore, the law rules which are related to investment, especially for region, have not given the guarantee of law certainty. The law uncertainty that is conducted by government in giving the investment implementation authority to region government, can postpone the region development in the whole area of Indonesia.

IV. Conclusion
There are a lot factors that cause the uncertainty law in conducting the investment in post0 region autonomy. One of those problems is because the uncertainty law about the regulation of the central government authority, region government authority, and also inter region government authority that is related to the investment activities especially the foreign investment (PMA) does not exist. The different regulation of each Law for the same area can emerge the uncertainty law. This research has found an unclear norm on Law 2007 No.25 article 30 on Investment that is connected to Law 2204 no.32 on Region Government, and on Government regulation 2007 No.38 so it can be concluded that this investment law has not fulled fill the basic of law certainty about the authority in conducting the investment field especially the foreign investment.

V. Recommendation
1. Government has to revise regulation of investment area that is related to government authority and region government authority soon, so there will not be a double authority and an unclear authority that will obstruct the region development.
2. Government has to publish a clear government regulation that manage the investment activity which is being the central government authority by explanation of its each job desk, what areas that are conducted by the central government itself, and what areas that are conducted by the province government, and also what areas that are conducted by regency/district government, so that there will not be any norm conflicts or the uncertainty of law norms.
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